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A series of air-breathing missile configurations has been inveszigated to pro-
vide a data base for the design of such missiles. The model could be configured with
either twin axisymmetric or two-dimensional inlets. Three circumferential inlet
locations were investigated: 90 ° , 115 ° , and 135 ° from the top center. Two vertical
wing locations, as well as wingless configurations, wera used. Three tail configura-
tions were formed by locating the tail surfaces either on the inlet fairings or on
fairings on the body. The surfaces were deflected to provide pitch control. Two-
dimensional inlets with extended compression surfaces, used to improve the angle-of-
attack performance of the inlets for wingless configurations, were also investigated.
Although the data of this report refer specifically to the two-dimensional inlet
configurations, comparison of these data with those for the axisymmetric inlet con-
figurations of NASA Technical Memorandum 84558 indicates that even though individual
values and levels of the various curves may differ, where configurations are compara-
ble, the trends are similar and conclusions formed will generally apply to the model
with either inlet configuration.
The results of the investigation indicate that the pitching-moment curve, for
most configurations, was nonlinear, with a large margin of longitudinal stability at
high angles of attack, but with little or no margin of stability near an angle of
attack of 0 °. The model had marginal lateral-directional stability for most con-
figurations; the X-tail and the inverted tri-tail resulted in lateral-directional
stability for the entire range of angle of attack. The model with an inlet orienta-
tion angle of 90 ° could not be trimmed at the maximum angle of attack (20 _ ) with the
maximum pitch-control deflection (-20°). Only by increasing the inlet orientation
angle to 135 ° could the model be trimmed at an angle of attack of 20 ° with a pitch-
control deflection of -20 ° with either tail configuration. Of the three tail con-
figurations, the X-tail had a more linear pitching-moment curve and greater pitch-
control effectiveness. The extended two-dimensional inlet configuration without a
wing, as with the o.ner inlets, tended to have a nonlinear pitching-moment curve;
with the X-tail, the curve was straightened and the configuration was stable through-
out the angle-of-attack range and the model, could be trimmed at an angle of attack of
20 ° with a pitch-control deflection of -10 ° .
INTRODUCTION
During the past several years, several air-breathing missile configurations have
been investigated in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel. These include one-, two-,
and four-inlec configurations with various wing and tail arrangements. The results
of these investigations have been reported in references 1 through 7. Although the
data from these specific missile programs have contributed to an air-breathlng con-
figuration data base, a broader data base is needed to better predict the aerodynamic
characteristics of candidate configurations and to better design an air-breathing
configuration to meet desired aerodynamic specifications. To provide a broader data
base, a series of models, which incorporates a wider range of configuration
variables, has been designed and tested.
The model could be confilured with axisymmetric or two-dimensional single or
twin inlets. The single inlet was located at the bottom of the body, whereas the
twin inlets could be located circumferentially from 90° to 135 ° from the top center.
Two vertical wing locations were available to properly locate the wing relative to
the inlets at the 115 ° and 135 ° inlet orientation angles to provide favorable inter-
ference between the wing and inlet at positive angles of attack. Tail surfaces could
be mounted on the inlet fairing and/or on fairings on the body to provide several
tail configurations. The tail surfaces could be deflected to provide pitch control.
The two-dimensional inlets could be configured with extended compression surfaces
intended to improve the angle-of-attack performance of the inlets for the wingless
configuration.
The present investigation covers tests of the twin-inlet configurations, both
axisymmetric and two-dimensional inlets. The inlets were located at circumferential
locations of 90 ° , 115 ° , and 135 ° from the top center. The wing was located above the
model center line with the inlets located in the 115 ° position and at the model cen-
ter line with the inlets in the 135 ° position. The wing was not used with the inlets
located in the 90 ° position. Three tail configurations were used. A tri-tail con-
figuration with a vertical surface at the top center of the body and a surface
mounted on each of the two inlet fairings was tested at all three inlet orientation
angles. With the inlets located in the 135 ° position, the single vertical surface
was replaced by two surfaces in the upper 45 ° position to form an X-tail configura-
tion. Also, at the inlet orientation angle of-135 ° and with the two upper surfaces,
the two lower surfaces were replaced by a single lower surface to form an inverted
tri-tail configuration. The tests included body-inlet, body-inlet-wing, body-inlet-
tail, and body-inlet-wing-tail configurations.
The supersonic tests were performed in the high Mach number test section of the
Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers of 2.50, 2.95, 3.50, and 3.95. The
inlets were operating with flow through the model to simulate ramjet operation. The
subsonic tests were conducted at Mach numbers of 0.60, 0.80, and 0.95 in the 7- by
10-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel at the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Center. The ilternal ducts were closed and there was no flow through the model to
simulate rocket boost.
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics, lateral-directional stability, pitch-
control effectiveness, and trim characteristics were obtained.
Because a large volume of data was obtained in this investigation, the data are
presented in three reports: Reference 8 covers the twin axisymmetric inlet config-
urations at supersonic speeds, this report covers the twin two-dimensional inlet con-
figurations at supersonic speeds, and reference 9 covers both inlet configurations at
subsonic-transonic speeds. Tne results of an investigation of the single-inlet con-
figurations are presented in reference I0.
SYMBOLS ..................
The coefficients of forces and moments are referred to both the body axis and
stability axis systems, where appropriate. Aerodynamic moments are taken about a
point on the model center line at a distance downstream of the model nose equal to
50 percent of the body length (fig. I). All coefficients are based on the cross-
sectional area and the diameter of the body.
cross-sectional area of basic body, 0.00456 m 2










































inlet mass-flow ratio (ratio of-inlet mass flow to mass flow at free-
stream conditions through a stream tube of cross-sectional area equal to
inlet projected area)




coordinates of inlet configurations (figs. I(c) and 1(d))
angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
tail deflection in pitch direction, deg (positive deflection with leading
edge up)
inlet orientation angle, measured from model top center line, deg
(figs. 1(a) and 1(b))













twin circular inlets (axisymmetric inlet)
twin rectangular inlets (two-dimensional inlets)
twin rectangular inlets with inlet covers installed
twin rectangular extended inlets
twin rectangular extended inlets with inlet covers installed
tail
tri-tail, one surface at top center and one on each of the inlet fairings
X-tail, two surfaces at upper 45 ° positions and two surfaces at inlet
fairing; used only with _I = 135°
inverted tri-tail, two surfaces at upper 45 ° position and one surface at
bottom center line
wing, located at center-line position for #_ 135 ° and upper position
for #I = 115°; not used in combination wi_h = #I = 90°
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Details of the models are presented in figure I and photographs in figure 2.
The body was an oqive cylinder approximately 14 diameters long. An inlet of either
the axisymmetric or rectangular two-dimensional type was located on each side of the
body, separated from the body by boundary-layer diverters. The ducts extended down-
stream of the inlets to a point where they would turn and dump into the combustor.
Beyond this point, the external geometry of the inlets consisted of tapered fairings,
which extended back to the model base and provided support for two lower tail sur-
faces. Other tail surfaces could be attached to the body by means of fairings, which
provided the necessary s,pport and represented the volume that would be required for
tail control actuators.
The inlet ducts dumpedinto a commonpassagewithin the body. The internal flow
waskept separate from the balance cavity to facilitate measurementof the internal
flow and the balance-cavity axial-force and drag corrections. A rake at the exit of
the duct was used to measure the flow conditions needed to compute the forces due to
the internal flow.
The inlets and inlet fairings could be rotated in the circumferential direction
about the model center line. The rectangular inlets each had a boundary-layer bleed
slot which removedboundary layer from the compression surface and dumpedit over-
board. The axisymmetric inlets had no boundary-layer control. The wing used in the
tests was located so that its pressure field would enhance the angle-of-attack per-
formance of the inlets. The vertical location of the wing dependedon the inlet
orientation, and for inlets located on each side 90° from the top center line, the
wing could not be used.
An extended inlet configuration was also investigated. This configuration con-
sisted of the rectangular two-dimensional inlet with the compression surface extended
forward to station 28.829 to enhance the angle-of-attack performance in the absence
of a wing. The shorter of the two-dimensional inlet configurations was tested with
and without a wing whereas the extended inlets were not tested with the wing.
The airfoil of the wing consisted of an upper surface having a wedge leading and
trailing edge with a flat center section and a lower surface that was flat from lead-
ing to trailing edge. The airfoils for the tail surfaces were similar, consisting of
straight-line segments, but were symmetrical (figs. l(e) and 1(f)).
Two types of tail surfaces were used: one designed to fit on the inlet fairinqs
and the other to fit to the body in conjunction with a fairing. When the lines of
each tail surface type are projected to the body surface (fig. l(f)), their planforms
are identical. The tail arrangements available depended on the inlet orientation.
At all inlet orientations, a tri-tail was used, with a surface on each inlet fairing
and a top vertical surface. With the inlets located at 135 ° from the top center, an
X-tail configuration was formed by substituting two surfaces at the upper 45 ° for
the single vertical surface. An inverted tri-tail configuration was also formed by
substituting a single vertical surface at the bottom for the tail-fairing-mounted
surfaces. For pitch-control deflection, all tail surfaces except the vertical sur-
faces were deflected. The tail-surface deflection angle was measured in the plane
normal to the tail-surface hinge line.
TESTS
The supersonic part of the investigation was conducted in the high Mach number
test section of the Langley.Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers of 2.50, 2.95,
3.50, and 3.95. The tunnel is of the variable pressure, continuous-flow type and has
two test sections, each approximately 1.2 m square and 2.1 m long. The nozzles lead-
ing to the test sections are of the asymmetric sliding-block type to allow continuous
variation of Mach number. A description of the facility is given in reference 11.
A rake having eight total-pressure tubes and four static-pressure tubes was used
to measure the flow conditions at the duct exit. Base pressure measurements were
made with the static orifices on the model base, and balance-cavity pressures were
measured with two static-pressure tubes attached to the sting and terminating near
the balance. Forces and moments were measured with a six-component, stinq-mounted,
strain-gage balance. Separate runs were made for the internal-flow measurements, but
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force data from these runs are not presented. Typical internal-flow data computed
from these measurements are presented in figure 3.
Three inlet configurations were tested: axisymmetric 11 , rectangular two-
dimensional I2, and extended two-dimensional 13. Configurations having inlet ori-
entation angles _I of 90 °, 115 °, and 135 ° were used. Each combination of inlet
type and inlet orientation angle was tested with body-inlet, body-inlet-tail, body-
inlet-wing, and b_dy-inlet-wing-tail combinations. Exceptions were made for all
inlets at _ = 90 ° and for 13 at all conditions; these inlets were not tested in
_ conjunction wlith the wing. Three tail configurations were used and are shown in
figure I (g). Pitch-control deflections of 0 °, -10 ° , and -20 ° were used primarily,
although some configurations were also tested with a pitch-control deflection
of +1 0 °.
Tests were made at angles of attack ranging from about -5 ° to +20 ° . To obtain
lateral-directional stability, runs at angles of sideslip of 0 ° and 3° were made.
Angles of attack and sideslip have been corrected for tunnel flow angularity and for
deflection of the sting and balance due to aerodynamic loads. The axial force and
drag data have been adjusted to free-stream static pressure acting over the model
base and the balance-chamber areas. An adjustment has been made to remove the
internal drag, where the internal drag is that drag associated with the momentum and
buoyancy acting in the stream direction from the free stream at exit conditions of
that flow passing internally. The Reynolds number was maintained constant at
6.56 x I0 b per meter. The stagnation dewpoint was maintained below 239 K to avoid
condensation effects.
All testswere made with the boundary-layer transition point fixed by means of
transition strips. The transition strips were located 3.05 cm aft of the body nose
and 1.02 cm in a streamwise direction from the leading edge of the wings, tail sur-
faces, and inlets. The transition strips consisted of No. 35 sand grains indi-
vidually spaced.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The results of this investigation are presented in the figures as indicated in
the following table:
_I' deg Wing Tail 6p, deq Variable
Two-dimensional inlets 12





















On and off T I
On and off T I
On and off T 2
On and off T 3
Off Varies
On Varies
Of f T I
Off T 1










































































































T I and T 2 0


































































































The effects of inlet orientation angle ¢I on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics are presented in figures 4 and 5. At all three inlet orientation
angles, the model was stable at angles of attack above about 6 ° . There was very
little effect of ¢_ on the longitudinal characteristics for _. = 90 ° and 115 °
(¢I = 90° could no_ be tested with a wing). For both values of _ ¢ , the slope of
the pitching-moment curves changed abruptly at an angle of attack b_tween 4 ° and 6 °,
and the longitudinal stability was less near an angle of attack of 0 ° than for values
of angle of attack above about 6 ° . IncreasiDg ¢I to 135 ° reduced the longitudinal
stability, as well as the slope of the lift curve. At large values of angle of
attack, the model was very stable; at angles of attack near 0 °, the model was neu-
trally stable. With the wing in place (¢I = 115° and 135°), the stability level was
less. With #T = 115 °, there was near neutral stability near an angle of attack of
and with $I = 135°' the model was unstable in a range of angle of attack near0 o ,
0 ° . As ¢I was increased, the planform area of the aft end of the body was
decreased; this resulted in decreased longitudinal stability.
The effect of the various model components on the longitudinal aerodynamic char-
acteristics is shown in figures 6 through _0. q1_e body-inlet configurations show a
trend towards little or no lonqitudinal stability near an anqle of attack of 0 ° with
a rather larqe margin of longitudinal stability at high anqles of attack. Although
increasing #I decreases the stability level, there was at least some small range of
:• _ .......:7 •r:: .....:_ •_'T_'--:_L ::......." ..• _7_2_:'__
anqle of attack ,it whl.ch the model was stabl,,. /_Idi, nq tail '_I i.ncream_d the l.omI[-
tudLnal stabili.ty and caused the pJtchi.nq-moment curve to become more linear. At
= 90 ° and 115 ° (fiqs. 6 and 7), tile model wa'._ stabh_ thr_mqh the entLre ranqe ofI
angle of attack, whereas at ¢I - 135° (fig. 8), the model was near neutrally stable
ne,lr an auqle of attack of 0°. Adding tile winq to tile body-inlet had the effect o_
decreasing the longitudinal stability ,Ind causluq the pitchinq-moment curve to become
more nonlinear. Adding tile winq to tile body-inlet-tail also reduced the lonqitudlnal
stability, but retained some of the favorable effect of the tail. _is was particu-
larly true with tile X-tail, T 2 (fig. q), which was more effective than T 1.
A direct comparison of the longitudinal characteristics of the model with T[,
'P_, and T 3 is made iil fiqures 11 and 12. Without the wing, the model with T 2 haa
l{near pi{chinq-moment curves, particularly near an anqle of attack of 0 °. With the
wing, T 2 provided a more linear variation of pitchinq-moment coefficient with angle
of attack than with either T. or T 3. Near an angle of attack of 0 ° the variation of" ] '
pitching-moment coefficient with anqle of attack was similar for T I and T3; at _x_si-
tire angles of attack, tile curve for T I was located between the curves for T_ and T 3,
whereas at negative angles of attack, the curve for T 3 was located between t_e curves
for '£I and T 2. This indicates that the windward surfaces were more effective than
the leeward surfaces, and that both upper and lower surfaces (as for T 2) were
required for tile more linear pitchinq-moment curves.
To consider the effect of tile various model components on the lift or normal
force, tile pitch control and trim characteristics should be considered. Pitch-
control data are presented in fislx,res 13 through 21, and include longitudinal ch_:irac-
teristics with pitch-control deflection 6 of 0 °, -10 °, and -20 °, except when
limited by balance limits or model fouling p Because of the large margin of longitu-
dinal stability, some coufiqurations could not be trimmed at the maximtnn angle of
attack (_ = 20°). For instance, at M = 2.q5 with #I = 90° (fig. 13(b)), the
inlet-body-tail model• trimmed at _ -- 13 ° with a pitcH-control deflection of -20 °.
At these conditious, a value of C N of 5.5 was achieved. Changing the inlet orien-
tation anqle #_ to 135 ° (fig. 15(b)) decreased the stability level so that the
I
model was trimmed at _ _ 20 ° at a pitch-control deflection of less than -20 °.
Although tile untrimmed C. was decreased from about I I to 9 by the change in #_,
the trimmed C N increase_ from about 5.5 to about 7.5. Adding tile wing increased
the available normal force by tile wing lift and by the increased trim angle of attack
because of the destabilizillq effect of the wing. With the wing oi%, at M = 2.95
wlth #I = 115° (fig. 18(b)), the model was trimnlcd at _ = 20 ° with a pitch-
control deflection less than -20 , with a resu]tinq C N of about 11. Increasinq
from I15 ° to 135 ° (fig. 19(b)) decreased the stability, and the model could be
tIimmed at L_ _ 20 ° with a pitch-control deflection of less than -I0 °. _le corre-
sponding CN, however, remained at about II. The smaller value of C. for the
reduced planform area of tile confiquration with # = 135 ° tends to _e balanced by
tile reduced negative normal force C N due to smal{er pitch-control deflection.
_le X-tail T. configuration (fi.q. 20), compared with tile tri-tail T 1 confiq-
uration (fhl. 19)_" had both a greater mar(fin of longitudinal stability and a more
linear pitching-moment curw.. Trim could be achieved at the maximum anclle of attack
( 20 ° ) with pLtch-control d,_flect ton of only about -10 ° since the pi tch-control effec-
tiveness is higher. _imilarly, t,_il T 3 provided a different level of stability and
eout:ol effectiv.,uess (fill. 21). However, with-either of the three tails, for both
the win_l-on and win_l-off confi_lurations, the trimmed C N corresponding to the maxi-
mum dnqle Of ,Itt,lck was independent of tile tail Collfiqlll',It[on. Tail T 2, therefore,
must Ix- consider_,d to bt, t-ht, bet tt,r t-Ollfitttll-atioll of tile three confi¢lurations tested,
becdu,qo the pi ft'l_.i _ltl--_lOrll _nl t'lllve8 ,Ire illtlr( _ lJ npar.
_%e data for the two-dimensional extended inlet 13 are presented in f i_;ures 31
through 42. With T1, the pitching-moment curve exhibited nonlinearity as with I and
12. With the X-tail T 2 (fig. 34), the pitching-moment curve became more linear and
the model was stable throughout the range of anqle of attack. With T 2, trim could be
achieved at _ = 20 ° with about -10 ° of pitch-control deflection, as_shown in figure
38. The maximum trim normal-force coefficient was generally between that of the 11
and 12 configuratlons.
The change in both planform and lateral area of the aft end of the body which
accompanies change in the inlet orientation anqle would be expected to change the
directional stability as well as the longitudinal stability. This effect is seen in
the lateral-directional data shown in figures 22 and 23. As the inlet orientation
angle _I was increased, the change in directional stability was more linear with
_I than the variation of pitching-moment coefficient; there was a significant dif-
ference between the CnR for _y = 90 ° and 115 ° (wing-off) data, whereas the dif-
ference in the correspo6ding vaIues of Cm was much smaller. Since the increase in
lateral area caused by increasinq #_ is below the model center line, increasing
_T would be expected to decrease th_ lateral stability. This effect is also seen in
the data of figures 22 and 23.
The effect of the various model components on the lateral-directional stability
is shown in figures 24 through 28. Generally, the body-inlet alone was directionally
unstable. At #_ = 90 ° and 115 °, the model was laterally stable at moderate angles
of attack, but a_ _I = 135°' the body-inlet alone was unstable for the entire range
of angle of attack. Adding the wing tended to decrease the directional stability and
increase the lateral stability. Adding the tail to the model either with or without
a wing resulted in increased directional and lateral stability, but only T 2 and T 3
resulted in a margin of lateral-directional stability for the entire anqle-of-attack
range.
Comparison of parts (a), (b), (c), and (d) of each data fi_ire qives an indica-
tion of the effect of free-stream Mach number. The only effect seems to be an over-
all reduction of the coefficient values and a somewhat straiqhtening of the pitching-
moment curves. The trim angle of attack was generally reduced.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A series of air-breathing missile configurations has been investigated to pro-
vide a data base for the design of such missiles. The model could be configured with
either twin axisymmetric or two-dimensional inlets. Three circumferential inlet
locations were investigated: 90 °, 115 ° , and 135 ° from the top center. Two vertical
wing locations, as well as wingless confiqurations, were used. Three tail confiqura-
tions were formed by locating the tail surfaces on the inlet fairinqs or on fairings
on the body. The surfaces were deflected to provide pitch control. Two-dimensional
inlets with extended compression surfaces, used to improve the angle-of-attack per-
formance of the inlets for winqless configurations, were also investiqat_d.
Although the data of this volume refer specifically to the twin two-dimensional
inlet configurations, comparison of these data with those for the axisymmetric inlet
configurations of NASA Technical Memoral_dum 84558 indicates that even though individ-
ual values and levels of the various curves may differ, where confi_urations are com-
parable, the trends are similar and conclusions formed will qenerally apply to the
model with either inlet confiL_uration.
As a result of the investigation, the following general trends maybe observed:
I. For most configurations, the pitching-moment curve was nonlinear, with a
large margin of longitudinal stability at high angles of attack, but with little or
no stability near an angle of attack of 0° .
2. The model had marginal lateral-directional stability for most configurations;
the X-tail and the inverted tri-tail resulted in lateral-directional stability for
the entire range of angle of attack.
3. The model with the 90 ° inlet orientation angle could not be trimmed at the
maximum angle of attack (20 ° ) with the maximum pitch-control deflection (-20°). Only
by increasing the inlet orientation angle to 135 ° could the model be trimmed at an
angle of attack of 20 ° with less than -20 ° pitch-control deflection with either tail
configuration.
4. Of the three tail configurations, the X-tail had a more linear pitching-
moment curve and greater pitch-control effectiveness.
5. The extended two-dimensional inlet configuration without a wing, as with the
other inlets, tended to have a nonlinear pitching-moment curve; with the X-tail, the
curve was straightened and the configuration was stable throughout the range of angle
of attack and the model could be trimmed at an angle of attack of 20 ° with a pitch-
control deflection of -10 ° .
Langley Research Center
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(a) Configuration B II2; _I = 90°"
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(a) M = 2.50.
5.- Effect of inlet orientation anql_
characteristics of configuration
_ on lonqitudinal aerodynamic
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(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 6.- Effect of various model components on longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics for two-dimensional inlets with
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(c) M = 3,50.
Fiqure 6.- Continued.
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(a) N = 2.50.
Figure 7.- Effect of various model components on lonqitudinal
aerodynamic character stics for two-dimensional inlets with
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(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 8.- Effect of various model components on longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics for two-dimensional inlets with
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(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 9.- Effect of varLot]s model components on longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics for two-dimensional inlets with
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FLgure I0.- Effect of various model components on longitudinal
aerodynamic oh(iracterL_tic_ for two-dimensional inlet_ with
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(a) M = 2.50.
Fiqure 11.- Effect of tail configuration on lonqitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
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(c) Continued.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(b) M = 2.q5.
Figure 13.- Continued.
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(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 14.- Pitch-control effectiveness of confiquration BII2T I with _I = 115°"
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(a) M = 2.50.
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(a) M = 2.50.
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(b) Continued.
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Figure 1 8.- Concluded.
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(b) M = 2.95.
Figure 19.- Continued.
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(a) M = 2.50.
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(a) M = 2.50°








































































(c,) M = 3.%_.
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(a) M = 2.50.
Effect of inlet orientation angle w_j t on lateral-directional






















(b) M = 2.95.
Pi_ure 22.- Continued.
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(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 23.- Effect of inlet orientation anqle _I on lateral-directional


























(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 24.- Effect of various model components on lateral-_irectional stability for
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(c) M = 3.50.
_iaure 24.- Continue_.
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(d) M = 3.95,
Fiqure 24.- Concluded.
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Fiquro 75.- Effect of vario_L_ r_o,_l com[,onent._ on later,_l-,_irPctional ._tahility for
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(c) M = 3.50.
Ficrure 25.- Continued.
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(d) M = 3.95.
Ficnlre 25.- Concluded.
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(a) m = 2.50.
Figure 26.- Effect of various model components on lateral-directional stability for
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Figure 27.- Effect o_ various model components on lateral-directional stability _o_
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(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 28.- Effect of various model components on lateral-directional stability for
two-dimensional inlets with T3, _i = 135 ° , and 6p = 0 °,
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(e) M = 3.50.
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(a) M = 2.50.
Fic_tre 29.- _ffect of tail configuration on lateral-directional stability for
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(d) M = 3.95.
Figure 29.- Concluded.
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(a) M = 2.50.
PicTure 30.- Effect of tail confiquration on lateral-directional stability for
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(C) H = 3.50.
FicFure 30.- Continued.
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(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 31.- Effect of inlet orientation anqle _I on lonqitud_nal aerodynamic
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(b) Concluded.
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(a) M = 2,50.
Figure 32.- Effec-t of various model components on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics for two-dim_,usional extended inlets with _I "-"90°
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(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 33.- Effect of various model components on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics for two-dimensional extended inl_ts with _I = 115°
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(a) M = 2.50.
Fiqur¢" 34.- Efl"_ct oi: w_rious model cOlnl)one1*ts on lonqltudina] aerodynamic
chctract,,ristic,'_ f,]r two-dJmei%.qloT_a] _,xtended Inlets with _I = 135°
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(a) M = 2.50.
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(a) M = 2.50.
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(a) Continued.
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( a ) M = 2.50 ......
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(a) M -_ 2.50.
Fiann'e 3q.- Fff_ct of irlet orientation an_le
T
stability of conficnlration BII 3 1
d_ on ] a t<.ra 1-di r_,: tiona 1
wlth _p = 0 ° .
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(c) M = 3.50.
_'i_lure 39.- Continu _,_.
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(a) M = 2.50.
Fiqure 40.- _££ect of various model components on lateral-directional stability
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(a) M = 2.50,
Figure 41.- Effect of various model components on lateral-dlrectional stability for
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(b) M -- 2.95.
Fiqure 41.- Continued.
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(d) M = 3.95.
Fic[ure 41,- Concluded.




(a) M = 2.50.
Figure 42.- Effect of various model components on lateral-directional stability for



























(d) M = 3.95.
Figure 42.- Concluded.
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